More SMC, ND students implicated in drug incident

By DIANE DIRKERS
Staff Reporter

Twenty-two students have now been implicated in the hashish incident involving Notre Dame-Saint Mary's foreign programs. Included in this group, which had originally included nineteen, are four students from Notre Dame, two from Holy Cross Junior College, according to Notre Dame's Director of Information. Twenty-one of these students are from the Innsbruck program, while the other one had been studying in Angers, France.

Conklin relates the details of the investigation as follows: "When the decision for the Innsbruck program was informed of the hashish abuse and legal action was taken, the students and asked those involved to come forward."

Eventually, twenty-one of them admitted to their involvement in the widespread use of hashish, and action was taken by their respective department heads. "These 15 students from Notre Dame allowed to remain in Innsbruck have been sent a letter from Dean Rosser, notifying them that their registration is taken."

Second, they will be notified for registration. "While the options for the University, effective at the end of the spring term. Third, they will be given the opportunity to recoup for the fund distributions."

In the redaction application, Conklin added, an essay will be required, explaining what the students have learned from their experience in Innsbruck. Decision was made on an individual basis concerning reacceptance.

Conklin also commented on the 15 students who, two weeks before, were flown back to the U.S. for legal reasons. From Innsbruck was dismissed due to a record of prior drug abuse. The other — from Angers — was "believed to have some connection with the drug abuse in Innsbruck."

"More SMC, ND students have undoubtedly heightened our concern in this concern. A workable registration was taken by their respective department heads. "Clearly, the act of registering is a firm moral responsibility."

Federal government governing the present registration and draft process were finalized on November 24, 1981. Reagan's subsequent approval of the plan's institution, in late 1981, made it clear that registration would remain a legal obligation. According to law, the penalty for not registering is five years in jail, or a draft registration fee of $10,000. However, Presently all American males are legally required to register within 30 days before or after their 18th birthday. A "grace" period lasting until the end of February has been established for all previous non-registrants.

Prosecution of non-registrants after that date is almost certain to result in a "general registration procedure to require registration of the general public. In addition, a large publicity campaign is currently underway to increase the number of registrants. Obviously, the U.S. is to avoid, prosecution if at all possible, by encouraging procrastinators, the uninformed, and the Mainstream to register immediately."

But it is also clear that the SSF plans to make registration "easier" by, among other things, increasing their public relations efforts. The SSF has 150 legal cases already underway. Other names of non-registrants

GWILL DUCK -page
Nestle tactics raise controversy

Quite a controversy has arisen regarding the tactics used to influence student opinion regarding the Nestle Corporation's marketing practices in the Third World.

Nestle employees will vote Tuesday whether or not to continue the university boycott of Nestle products, which was initiated in 1979. Nestle was accused of using sophisticated electronic gear off the coast of El Salvador to listen to Cuba and other units and supporters in neighboring Nicaragua.

V. Roth Jr., R/Del., the subcommittee chairman, said thousands of Americans have been victimized "by con artists operating under the guise of legitimate commodity investment firms." – AP

The United States is keeping a destroyer equipped with sophisticated electronic gear on the coast of El Salvador to listen in on radio communications. Pentagon sources said yesterday that the USS Vincennes, which is also equipped with sophisticated electronic gear, is on patrol in the area.

Fidel Castro has endorsed a Mexican peace plan for Central America that calls for talks between Cuba and the United States.

Draftees were hailed as patriots and builders of a "new society" in a bizarre publicity stunt marking the Soviet Union's annual Navy Day, and the challenge of becoming a Navy Officer with early graduation and completion requirements, you become a Navy Officer with early graduation and completion. A Navy Officer with early graduation and completion.

The two-year ROTC 2-year Scholars Program provides tuition plus $2,000 expense money and a NAVY OFFICER COMMISSION.

THE NROTC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM. TUTION PLUS $2,000 EXPENSE MONEY AND A NAVY OFFICER COMMISSION.
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Nestle's position, according to WHC Educational Director George Mclnerney. Nestle has been inecorative throughout this whole issue, he said. "They are only trying to project a positive image.

Nestle reportedly randomly phoned students and encouraged them to attend the debate and understand the "unheard side" of the issue. They also allegedly visited Student Unions around the country and talked to students there, and invited students out for meals in order to 'discuss the issue'.

D'Equo said that Nestle is accused of using gifts in the Third World to seduce the medical profession into accepting its product. "I don't have a problem with Nestle," he said. "I was not particularly happy with the substance of the debate," he said.

Nestle representatives arrived at Notre Dame last week to discuss the issue. They included Vice-president for Nutrition Research and Development at Nestle Coordination Center Dr. Thad Jackson and his wife, Nestle nutritionist Thelma Jackson. Jackson visited with students and also submitted a report asking that the boycott be ended. The Boycott Committee reviewed both reports and decided that it was time to reverse.

Impact ofUnsafe Ice

A report by the Hispanic Wellness Center found that the University's armed forces day was "a friendly visit" to the Rockne Memorial Building when the ice gave way, it was reported. The incident occurred at 4:20 p.m. — The Observer
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On Latin America

Lernoux lectures on journalism

By ANNE KWAK

The need for responsible U.S. journalism in Latin America and the importance of the role of the U.S. in helping Latin American countries was addressed by journalist Lerner yesterday in Hayes Healy auditorium.

Ms. Lernoux is an award-winning journalist. Her recent foreign cor-respondents for the National Catholic Reporter and author of a book entitled Cry of the People, which is concerned with the struggle for human rights in Latin America.

Lernoux stressed the fact that there is a lack of information available to those in Latin America.

Hispanic authors forum comes to Notre Dame

By CAROL CAMP

Staff Reporter

Thirty-two Hispanic authors will discuss the "Future and Future of Hispanic Literature" in the International Forum of Hispanic Authors at Notre Dame on March 2 and 3.

According to Notre Dame professor and co-organizer Jose Anadon, the forum participants, from Spain and twenty-two from Latin America, "represent the vanguard of Hispanic literature in the Latin American nations," Anadon said.

The forum's occurrence at Notre Dame is concerned with the "Hispanic literature," Anadon said.

The 1982 MUSIC COMPETITION!

Applications now available at the ND Student Union Office

Due by 1:00 pm Sun. Feb. 27

PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES!

1st $150  2nd $125  3rd $100

Have Questions? Call John 3323

Max Lerner comes to Notre Dame

Syndicated columnist Max Lerner will lecture in the University of Notre Dame's LaFortune Auditorium March 10 (Wed) at 7:00 p.m.

Lerner's public lecture, sponsored by the Department of American Studies, marks the 25th anniversary of the publication of his well-known book "America as a Civilization."

The lecture is entitled, "Is America a Dying Civilization?"

Max Lerner was born in Smolensk, Russia in 1902 and emigrated to the United States two years later. He holds law and social science degrees from Yale University, Washington University, and the Robert Brookings Graduate School of Economics and Government.

After your last exam, what tough questions will you still be facing?

We don't have your answers. But we'll listen to your questions, share some of our own about who we want to become and where we want to journey.

For anyone who has considered the path of priesthood, the Holy Cross Fathers' One-Year Candidate Program provides an opportunity to ask and explore the possibilities in community.
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**SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**

**CIFAS UNIVERSITY**

"CLASSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH!"
The University is located in Santo Domingo. Degree in Chinese Medicine Program is tailored after the traditional U.S. Model of Medical Education and is fully accredited.

**OPENINGS AVAILABLE**

"Our school is listed in Vol. 35, No. 4 of the WHO chronicle published by the World Health Organization."

The University is located and is fully accredited.

"CLASSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH!"

**TO PLAY THE GAME:**

Write your answer in the blanks below each riddle. The letters with numbers below them correspond to the master key, you will be spelling the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free.

**TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:**

Send us your name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us your answer in the blanks below each riddle. The letters with numbers below them correspond to the master key, you will be spelling the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free.

**THE QUEST OF THE SECRET CITY SWEEPSTAKES**

Here's a city in Europe, you could travel there free. So unravel these riddles, and uncover its key.

1. I work all day
   and through the dark of night.
   So strong
   When I stop,
   And yet so frail when love does leave,
   Rock Solid
   Tightly Closed in a Cool, Dry Place,
   So strong
   When I stop,
   And yet so frail when love does leave,
   Strong
   Tightly Closed in a Cool, Dry Place, 10/6, 11/1, 10/6
   (Answer to Week #3 Riddle: TEACHER)

2. What AM I?

   [Answer: Secret City, a city in Europe that can be reached by travel.]

**GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAL COFFEE MAKE GOOD COMPANY.**

- **Italian Style Instant Coffee Beverages**
  - ***Caffé Venezia***
  - ***Gaggia***
  - ***Illy***

- **Irish Style Instant Coffee Beverages**
  - ***Caffé Venezia***
  - ***Gaggia***
  - ***Illy***

- **Austrian Style Instant Coffee Beverages**
  - ***Caffé Venezia***
  - ***Gaggia***
  - ***Illy***

- **Irish Style Instant Coffee Beverages**
  - ***Caffé Venezia***
  - ***Gaggia***
  - ***Illy***

- **Austrian Style Instant Coffee Beverages**
  - ***Caffé Venezia***
  - ***Gaggia***
  - ***Illy***

**At HPC meeting**

**Provost to address key issue**

By KATIE MCDONNELL

Staff Reporter

Provost Timothy O'Meara will at
tend next week's Hall Presidents' Council meeting to address ques
tions arising from the key proposal rejection, in addition to other stu
dents concerns, it was announced at the Hall Presidents' Council meeting last night.

Reuter, as well, will meet Mon
day night to discuss the key issue.

In response to a growing concern for alcohol abuse, the month of March has been designated Al
cohol Abuse Prevention Month, according to Student Body president-elect Lloyd Burke.

At the weekly HPC meeting last night in Walsh Hall, Burke an
nounced that Notre Dame will join with all of South Bend in observing this resolution, which has been or
ganized through Alcoholics Anonymous.

Included on the monthly list of ac
tivities is a series of programs to be held at the Madison Center in South Bend, and also a lecturer to be held in the Memorial Literary auditorium.

In connection with this ann
ouncement, HPC Chairman Mike
Martin encouraged all new hall
presidents to read a statement
issued by the HPC last semester on
the subject of alcohol abuse, so that they may be fully informed for this project.

In addition, all HPC members
were encouraged to join the Student Senate in attending a meeting Satur
day, with an independent study group who is here to view campus
life. At the request of Student Body President Don Murray, this group will visit dorms, talk to students and then get the opinions of student
leaders at this meeting to formulate a report on life at Notre Dame.

It was also announced that Farley
Hall won the Andy Soeder Memorial Trophy for the month and was awarded a plaque by the HPC for its display of the best hall spirit on campus.

Along with its other so
cial events, Farley residents par
ticipated in a series of nightly activities Jan. 17-25 for their annual "Pop Farley Week."

This event included an all-hall meal, a "Farley Night at the Nato" all-hall dinner at the North Dining Hall, and ending with a Screw-Your Roommate dance.

In other HPC news, it was an
ounced that a representative for the Notre Dame Corporation will be on
campus today, tomorrow and Friday in connection with last week's debate and in anticipation of the booster vote scheduled for March 2. This representa
tive hopes to address students personally through question/answer sessions to be held in any dorm who would like to have her speak.

Also discussed with the Health Ad
visory Board which has been or
ganized through Student government in an effort to evaluate both the infirmary and the ND Stu
dent Health Service.

This representatives hopes to address students personally through question/answer sessions to be held in any dorm who would like to have her speak.

Also discussed with the Health Ad
visory Board which has been or
ganized through Student government in an effort to evaluate both the infirmary and the ND Stu
dent Health Service.

This representatives hopes to address students personally through question/answer sessions to be held in any dorm who would like to have her speak.
Ronald Reagan is a man who doesn't know the value of an educa-
tion.

Unlike nuclear preparedness and American intervention in foreign af-
fairs education is obviously not one of his primary concerns.

He was anti-intellectual in gover-
nment of California, he made annual threats about cutting the budget of the University of California, threats rebuffed by the legislature, and is on record with some of the most ignorant remarks about universities and stu-
dents with whom he never would have wanted to have had to deal.

He has not shown the least interest in the welfare of the American student. His policies now, as always, ignore the importance of academic community, as well as "if we're going to break some heads to up the students, let's get it over with.

When he laid down the plan, now, as no surprise what Ronald Reagan is plan-
ing to do to the educational system in the United States. His policies will continue to dismantle the Department of Education and strengthen other agencies. For example, an education administrator is being appointed to a position in the Department of Education, and it is expected that he will use his position to make further cuts in education funding.
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In many journals now on the library shelves or at newsstands, journals both scholarly and popular, the consequences of nuclear war are being studied seriously for the first time in years.

Perhaps the most sobering articles, or those written by Jonathan Schell, for the New Yorker. Schell, with scientific thoroughness, traces the probable effects of nuclear exchange at various levels. He argues that it is literally, possible to end up on the planet if Russia and America use even part of their thousands of nuclear weapons.

But even a smaller exchange than that which ended life would set life in train a sequence of meteorological, climatological, and biological disasters that would disrupt life as a civilised level for the survivors of mere blast or first radiation.

Nuclear weapons would deplete the ozone shield, within whose protective envelope evolution took place on this planet. The food chain of sea and land animals would be interrupted. Insects would survive, if their numbers increased, after their natural predators were killed or thinned out. A number of blues would lower soil temperature. The ecosystem that it took millions of years to build up would be undone in a day.

The plight of survivors, who would not know whether they were dying of not, is as horrifying to contemplate as the numbers of the dead. In the wake of other disasters -- floods, for instance, or earthquakes -- looting and rioting have broken out. A nuclear disaster would dwarf all such earlier scenes. Police and medical services would be strained to be, for most purposes, non-existent. The dead would go unburied. Animals would forage. Imagine going up to such survivors and saying, "We did it all to protect you, to keep you free." The obsequies of such a remark would all at once make the thought that the murderer that would be its probable response. There is no conceivable exchange, or for forsaking a nuclear first strike, but defend the "morality" of a retaliatory strike. If Russians should attack America, are we to wipe out millions of innocent Russian citizens, men, women and children? Why? for revenge? That is morality? Is self-defense? But each act we add to such an exchange would reinforce in terms of the damage done to earth's ecosystem. We would destroy ourselves for the high moral goal of destroying others. Even to consider such an act is a desperate, dangerous and foolish step to make. It is to begin to build or possess such weapons which makes most of us Americans criminally responsible.
The Harshness of Reality in the Sixties.

Dr. Relling (Joe Dolan) in a rehearsal for THE WILD DUCK, presented by the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Theater, (photo by Mark Keene)

As Time Passes

By R.J. Maturi
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The play, originally performed in five acts, has been combined into three acts. The play is set in the house of Hakken Werle, a wholesale merchant. Here the audience is introduced to the wealthy environment of the Werle family. The remaining scenes take place in the west dwelling of the Ekdals. These contrasting environments exemplify a family's dependence on "illusions" that are common to all factions of society.

The Wild Duck, a work of modern classic drama, is a melange of tragic and comic instances that balance each other to produce a rich characterization of life. Even though the play contains many comic scenes, "the finale is anything but humorous."

The curtain for THE Wild Duck is at 8:00 p.m. and admission is $3.00 for general admission. Everyone is invited to attend.

As Time Passes briefly passes

A Life Passes, by R.J. Maturi, describes a twenty-year-old college student's struggle to accept the harshness of reality in the sixties. The story begins with the protagonist, Anthony, taking a train to see his childhood sweetheart, Julia, in Minneapolis. He has dropped out of the University of Chicago after attempting suicide and feels happiness ad security by rekindling an old romance. Anthony then goes home to Sparta Minnesota, and his parents decide that he should spend some time in a psychiatric hospital in New York. A very sensitive young man, Anthony is plagued by the thought that his friend Thomas is suffering in Vietnam. This and his insecurity with women make Anthony an excellent candidate for psychiatric help. He is finally cured of his maladies and returns home. The ending of this novel is interesting and to describe it here would spoil the book itself. As I read A Life Passes, I couldn't help thinking about J.D. salinger's Natural History in Chicago. He is a young adult. I think this book says something about the challenges which face any young adult. I think this book says something worthwhile about the way in which it does so is silly. I'm sure everybody has read pieces of literature that are supposed to contain meaning in messages. Well, in one will have trouble discovering the essence of this book. For instance, in the second chapter Anthony is engrossed in thought while visiting the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago. He is reflecting upon his attempted suicide and lamenting his friend's misery in Vietnam when a kindly old woman approaches him and says, "I sense that you are easily hurt by life and bewildered by its pain and suffering."

I must be fair and admit that the infection of such dialogue is not as abrupt as it has implied above. The reader is introduced to such situations which induces a character to use such mushy, sickly-sweet words. The dialogue of A Life Passes is its greatest flaw. The reader is told exactly how each character feels, and it takes little imagination to create an idea of what each character is like.

Many of the romantic lines in this novel remind me of the love scenes in Randolph Scott westerns, which are totally ridiculous.

Still, I enjoyed reading A Life Passes. I wanted to find out what would happen to Anthony, Julia, and Thomas, the major characters. Mr. Maturi makes some keen observations of life which any reader can identify with. If you can overcome the sugary dialogue, A Life Passes is good light reading.

Jerry Young

Notre Dame campus and will run February 27, March 4, 5, and 6. It's play deals with the contemporary family lifestyle and focuses on the Ekdal family. It depicts the dreams and illusions of the Ekdals and an inescapable past that haunts them. When an old friend of the family (Gregers Werle) returns home after 16 years, he attempts to unnerve the family's stable lifestyle by assessing his own idealistic values upon them. His inquisitive actions and probing accusations threaten the very existence of the Ekdal family.

Directing The Wild Duck is Professor Frederick We. Syburg. In his twenty-eight year of teaching in the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Cooperative Department of Communication and Theatre, Syburg has directed productions ranging from Shakespeare to Shaw and Molieres to Miller. "The Wild Duck is essentially a tragedy," stated Syburg. "Two leading male characters represent the two sides of the romantic personality — the goal of the romantic being self-realization. One side says something's wrong with the world, therefore, one must change it. The other side says just change yourself."

First published on November 11, 1893, The Wild Duck premiered in Bergen, Norway on January 9, 1895. Before its completion Ibsen wrote to a close friend: "I have said everything I wanted to say, and I don't think I could have been said better. It takes place entirely within the confines of family life. I dare say it will arouse some discussion, but it can't offend anyone."

The play, in three scenes, is set in the house of Hakken Werle, a wholesale merchant. Here the audience is introduced to the wealthy environment of the Werle family. The remaining scenes take place in the west dwelling of the Ekdals. These contrasting environments exemplify a family's dependence on "illusions" that are common to all factions of society.

The Wild Duck, a work of modern classic drama, is a melange of tragic and comic instances that balance each other to produce a rich characterization of life. Even though the play contains many comic scenes, "the finale is anything but humorous."

The curtain for THE Wild Duck is at 8:00 p.m. and admission is $3.00 for general admission. Everyone is invited to attend.

Mob scenes take Place before movie

I could have sworn the movie started at eleven o'clock. That's what I thought I had read in the Observer, anyway, so my friends and I got to the Engineering Auditorium in what we figured would be ample time to get seats, too, silly. There wasn't a very long line, and we sighed in relief. We wouldn't have to fight for seats. The movie was "For Your Eyes Only," and was being shown in Emil Hall as usual. I had never seen it, and although I didn't like Sheena Easton, I do like Bond movies, so I and four friends decided to drop into the final showing for fun. We pulled outside the closed doors, and we could see people inside waiting for the auditorium itself to open.

Eleven o'clock arrived and the line had not started to budg yet. Behind as a violent crowd of movie patrons had gathered, and around in, the air began to become rather cold.

Anyone who has ever attended a flick at Emil Hall knows that in winter, the area directly below the doorway to the building is the worst place to be when the crowd is large and impatient.

Cathy, one of the girls in our group, thought quickly. "Maybe we'd better go inside," she suggested.

We pushed open the doors, letting in gusts of cold air, much to the en­ joyment of the people inside. "Boy, I'm sure glad you guys opened the doors," someone said. "It takes place entirely within the confines of family life. I dare say it will arouse some discussion, but it can't offend anyone."

The play, in three scenes, is set in the house of Hakken Werle, a wholesale merchant. Here the audience is introduced to the wealthy environment of the Werle family. The remaining scenes take place in the west dwelling of the Ekdals. These contrasting environments exemplify a family's dependence on "illusions" that are common to all factions of society.

The Wild Duck, a work of modern classic drama, is a melange of tragic and comic instances that balance each other to produce a rich characterization of life. Even though the play contains many comic scenes, "the finale is anything but humorous."

The curtain for THE Wild Duck is at 8:00 p.m. and admission is $3.00 for general admission. Everyone is invited to attend.

Marc Ramirez

"Close the door" someone shouted.

Snowballs hurtled through the doorway, causing girls to scream and guys to swear. The thigh was torn and the building crowded with people. In the back of the line, which now reached for several miles long, had opened fire. A state of panic arose, and the crowd started to break or music into the building. I had just turned around to tell my friend Patty what a nice coat she had on when I was suddenly swept off my feet and carried along by the frenzied crowd.

"Close the door" someone shouted.

Snowballs hurtled through the doorway, causing girls to scream and guys to swear. The thigh was torn and the building crowded with people. In the back of the line, which now reached for several miles long, had opened fire. A state of panic arose, and the crowd started to break or music into the building. I had just turned around to tell my friend Patty what a nice coat she had on when I was suddenly swept off my feet and carried along by the frenzied crowd.

Marc Ramirez

See MOB, page 7
D o you feel buried under the glare of textbooks? Is your social life less than social? Does it resemble life of any cortisol? Do you sometimes feel like transferring, not out of the school, but out of the universe?

Sue C. Flynn

Well, you are not alone. You ask, "What can I do? Where can I go? Is there any hope for me?" The answer to these questions are lots of places, and lots of ways. You say "I'm a very vague answer. You don't really know what you are talking about. "You may be right, but I don't think so.

I have a plan. I call it "Things To Do — List '82." Last year was not very inspiring and I had a plan called,"Things Left Undone — List '81." It was a very long list. I started a list like mine. Think about and keep it with you for a few days, so if you think of something you would like to do you can write done. Put your list near your desk so you can see it, that is, if you are one of those people who do not work. Try not to toss of your desk and feel good which you are.

Note: Down the Road (By Barry Manilow differ from all his others)

Tim Neely

previous 45 RPM bullets (since late 1975) because it does not have the familiar key change at the end. (Listen again, if you don't believe it.)

1. "Somewhere Down the Road."

2. The two new acts who have entered into the top ten LP's during 1982 are the Go-Go's (with beauty and the Beat) and Quarterflash (with Quarterflash)

3. The one new Top 20 single from Hill Indiscreet was (c) "Don't Let Him Go"

4. Ignored albums by well-known acts (a) Ringo Starr — Stop and Smell the Roses (b) Meat Loaf — Dead Ringer (c) Bob's Sabbath — Mob Rules (d) Steve Miller Band — Circle of Love

5. The only album to hit number one in 1981 without help from a Top 40 single was For Those About to Rock We Salute You by AC/DC (it was number one the last week of 1981 and the first two weeks of 1982)

6. The "swing-rocker" LP by an act not normally associated with swing music was for Jackie Jam's "Jumpin' Joe Jackson"

7. The country LP by an act not normally associated with that genre was Andrew Blue by Elvis Costello and the Attractions

8. The first commercial release of Springsteen's "Santa Claus Is Coming To Town" was on the album In Harmony

9. The group who is beating three-six for the last four on the 45 charts as far as number one acts are concerned was Daryl Hall and John Oates; their chart topper was "Kiss on My List." Private Eyes," and "I Can't Be Fooled," the one that missed was the number five hit "You Make My Dreams"

10. This album has spent some time: story 50 weeks in the top ten, an only one at number one: Escape by Journey

Now on to this week's quiz. I don't know if you have ever noticed, but quite a few rock songs feature a countdown at the beginning. Based upon the information given, name these hit songs by title and artist.

1. "Fusco, a three a four. Two, two, three, a four."

2. "One, two, three, FOUR! (guitar solo)..."Well, she was...

3. "(away from mike) "One, two, three, FOUR! (guitar solo)..."Turn it up...

4. "Three, two, one..." (acoustic guitar...)

5. "TEN, NINE, EIGHT, SEVEN, SIX, FIVE, FOUR, THREE, TWO, ONE! (music and shouted "al's"...You set me...

6. In the background.) And we go...

7. "One beat, two, beat, a piano solo and a jerry (leec) Lewis...Ah ah ah...

8. "Uno, dos, tres, cuatro (ten choruses, all the same, before vocals begin..."

9. "One, two, three (acoustic guitar eventually joined by drums)...Slow down...

10. "One and two and three, two, three, four..." (intros of about 30 seconds)...I took my baby to a party last night...

11. "One, two, one, two, three, four" (drummer beating drumsticks in time, beat drum on..."

continued from page 6

...Mob

guy who was clotching his date's arm so that they wouldn't be separated.

It was a now eleven-thirty, and I peered over the crowd, about six feet to my right, and saw John and Stephanie, the two others in our group.

"I guess the movie doesn't start at eleven," I said.

"I guess not," John said as a snowball flew past his head.

Again the crowd shifted, and I finally edged up on the upper level of the outside lobby, about twenty feet from where I and my friends had started off in the first place. Below the doors where we had once been, students were still being bounced with snowballs. One of them was a tall guy who I couldn't stand, so I favored the moment.

The highlight of the commercial came when someone was hoisted onto the flat area above the tunnel like doorway of the building. The multitude made sound, and the student took advantage of his sudden popularity, jumping around like a gorilla and threatening to swing from the hanging lamp. He psychted up the crowd even more, so much so everyone hissed when he descended from his perch.

At eleven thirty people began to file out from the prior showing of the movie, and I bolted in front of my back pocket for my wallet, hoping it would still be there. Luckily, it was, so I tucked out a dollar in preparation for entry into the auditorium. Little did I know that it would be another fifteen minutes before I got in.

Five minutes later the line started to move. The crowd went wild again likewise, shoulders, and knees edged their ways through the jungle of people, and we moved as one large mass into the auditorium. As I neared the auditorium door, the crowd became even denser, and I struggled for air.

"Send up a flare!" someone yelled.

I was then rudely pushed into the person in front of me, and looking up, I noticed that it was the tall guy who had been standing inside the doorway. The snow was still fresh in his hair. I dared not laugh.

When at last I gained access to the auditorium, I searched quickly for any one of my friends, and sighted all four of them sitting in a row near the wall. I joined them and waited for the movie to start.

In front of me was the person who had been clutching onto his date's arm, but here he was, same date. I found out that his name was Bob.

"Where's your date, Bob?" I inquired. "I don't know," he answered, "I seem to have lost her."

The lights went off, prompting a hearty cheer from the audience. I thought I had been through a lot of action already but it was nothing compared with what James Bond had to encounter. When it had finally ended and we were leaving the building, I decided optimistically that the film had been worth all the trouble. But I still didn't like Sherri Lansing.

I said goodbye to Rob, but he didn't hear me. He had found his date at last, and I struggled for air.

"Where were you?" he asked her.

"I was sitting over on the right side, near the wall.""The right side? I was on the left side!"

"Well, what did you think of the movie?"

I left them to their discussion, and vowed never to return to see the last showing of an Emil Hall movie again. But when the midnight showing of "Clockwork Orange" rolled around the next night, I just couldn't resist.
Michigan basketball tickets are still available at the 2 a.m. ticket office and at the Silverdome in Pontiac, Mich., on Sunday, March 7. Ticket prices are at $4 and $6. — The Observer

WSND staffs and staff members of The Observer will play a hockey game tonight against the ACC players. The game is part of a continuous challenge series in a number of sports, each of which has a different team and a different opponent. A good time will be had by all and we welcome your enjoyment of the potentially unskilled skaters trying to break each other's faces. — The Observer

Students needing a ride to Steamboat Springs or a short trip will be held at 7 p.m. Wednesday, February 24, 1982 — page 8

The Notre Dame Rowing Club will hold a mandatory pre-regatta meeting on March 3 at 6:45 p.m. in the Student Union on the second floor of LaPorte. Any problems, call Kevin at 79-7650. — The Observer

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m. the business day prior to insertion. Classifieds may be purchased either in person or through mail.
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NOTICES

Biker is dead. It cost five gold feathers to a man to die. This is the BOREAL BLEAT.

L O S T — F O U N D

Found: one black daily assignment book in L O S T; A size 42XL London Fog overcoat and without a band, call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: A Beige fur-collared winter coat by MAINE GUIDE at L O S T; A size 42XL London Fog overcoat and without a band, call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: A Beige fur-collared winter coat by MAINE GUIDE at L O S T; A size 42XL London Fog overcoat and without a band, call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTICE; L O S T: Gold and silver Seiko watch in L O S T. Call 6261 reward, please notice; L O S T — SHARP CALCULATOR PLEASE NOTE
continued from page 12

"Oh, yes. I get kind of angry if they don't," Thompson says. Anyone who has seen jumps like the one Ewing took will know this. But it's a hell of a lot different to have a man understand the desire to keep him happy.

"But I'll listen, from the beginning. I don't want to be a mother or father to them," he said. "As far as my stressing emotions, I don't feel I'm exceptional in that. Unfortunately I think those emotions have got more publicity." However, he says, he is expected to be particularly challenging for Thompson. He was faced with the task of molding three freshmen, including the highly publicityed Patrick Ewing, a specimen that reminded all five starters. Restsment on the part of dissipated seniors was a possibility he admits concerned him.

"It isn't as much of a problem as I thought it might be," Thompson said. "A lot of the reason for that was because of the attitude of incoming people. Actually, it's been one of my most enjoyable years.

"I wouldn't have had the same feeling if it weren't for the cooperation of the players," he said. "The freshmen have made no special demands in proportion to their reputations."

Besides Ewing, a 7-footer from Cambridge, Mass., Thompson recruited two of the best freshmen in the Washington area — forwards Anthony Jones and Bill Martin.

"If there's been any problem with any of the freshmen, it's been that they're too unselfish," Thompson said. "Anthony Jones is particularly. He's so unselfish, he won't take his shots. I guess he's trying to please me, and that's not all bad, but it's much easier to keep the ball away from a kid that it is to make him shoot."

At 6-6, Jones might be designated, to take over the role of guard Eric "Sleepy" Floyd, a senior who scores 17 points a game and is George Town's all-time leading scorer with 2,149 points going into tonight's Big East Conference game against Providence.

The Hoyas' most publicized victory this season was a 12-pointer over then No. 9-ranked Missouri last Saturday. Floyd and Ewing were the principals in that one. Unfortunately, Ewing also has been the cause, even if indirectly, of some Thompson's most worrisome moments.

During three straight loges in mid-January, Ewing began to gain a reputation as a dirty player. He had refereed elbows with a Yugoslavian player in an exhibition game in November, and at the end of December in the Rochester Classic, he had an elbow-throwing session with Columbia's Tom Brecht.

Then came the nickname "Dark Vader," and Ewing had become a vitriol of intergalactic notoriety.

...Georgetown

continued from page 12

very good team," he said. "Penders doesn't give them a lot of freedom, but he's done. He's been patient with his players, he felt it was their turn tonight.

IRISH ITEMS — The Irish out-rebounded the Rams 35-26. The win breaks an eight-game losing streak, the same length of time the Rams have won 13 of their last 15 contests. Fordham, now 1-8, will get a first-round bye in the Metro Atlantic Tournament. Notre Dame had only wins in the past two games in the stretch.

The Observer — Sports

Iowa slumps, Big Ten race tight

By JOE MOOSHIL

Iowa Coach Late Olson is a mild mannered man but evenm more can be determined.

"You've just got to make free throws," Olson said. "You've got to make free throws." But Iowa also lost to Michigan last Saturday, a game Olson admits the Hawkeyes should have won.

Another game the Hawkeyes should win is at home tomorrow night against last place Wisconsin. Before squaring off against Minnesota on Saturday in a pivotal contest, Iowa then finishes the regular season on the road at Illinois and Purdue.

"The history and tradition of the Big Ten, with rare exceptions, is that the road goes down to the final week and the final game," said Olson. "All of those have difficult games left behind Iowa and Minnesota are Ohio State and Indiana, who are tied for third place, two games off the pace. That tie will be resolved tomorrow night when Indiana plays at Ohio State.

Minnesota will be at Michigan, Illinios at Michigan State and Purdue at Northwestern.

Coach Jim Dutcher of Minnesota is not looking past Michigan to the important Iowa game Saturday. Michigan is playing tough and we haven't won three in 15 years," said Dutcher. "What happens tomorrow will set the stage for Saturday. All of our preparations are for Michigan.

Dutcher also called the Big Ten race "typical," adding, "Someone always breaks out in front as Iowa did, then the other teams spring back and scramble the race. It seems it always goes down to the last week and there are no exceptions."

"Before the NCAA tournament expanded to 64 teams when only the champion would get a bid, the teams that were behind would say "what the heck" and let it go at that. But now with three or four teams having a chance to get into the tournament, they don't let you get away."

Besides Iowa and Minnesota, one of the intriguing tournament possibilities is Ohio State, Indiana, Illinois and Purdue. Iowa has an 11-3 record and is fifth in the conference. Ohio State and Indiana are 9-5 and Illinois and Purdue are 8-6.

Iowa could conceivably clinch a tie for the title this week. The Hawkeyes defeat both Wisconsin and Minnesota also loses at Michigan, Michigan, after an O-O start in the Big Ten, has won five of its last eight games and three of the last four.

The Observer

Needs SMC Reporters

Write "Focus" stories and make $. Call Cathy if interested 277-2244

The SMC OBSERVER office is open from 1:30-3:30 M-Th and Sundays for classified ads.

EARLY OVER $500 A MONTH.

AND OPEN THE DOOR TO A TOP ENGINEERING FUTURE.

How many corporations would be willing to pay you over $500 a month during your junior and senior years just so you'd join the company after graduation? Under a special program we're doing just that. It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program. And under it, you'll not only get great pay during your junior and senior years, but after graduation you'll receive a year of valuable graduate-level training that is not available from any other employer. For those in the physical sciences, find out more today. And let your career pay off while still in college.

GET A HEAD START IN A NUCLEAR CAREER.

Train for a career as a Nuclear Propulsion Officer in the Navy. The Navy has the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world, and needs advanced nuclear trained officers to maintain and operate it.

The graduate level training you'll receive in this program could cost $30,000. As a Nuclear Propulsion Officer, you'll be rewarded with increased responsibilities and promotion potential.

Qualifications — Age — 19 to 27 yrs old.

Education — Work in science (or have completed BA or BS degree.}

by QAINTON DAVIT, a junior guard for the San Francisco Dons, was arrested yesterday on a charge of attempted rape. Daly is sitting here with Roy Robert Mackney, S.J., Assistant Dean of Arts and Sciences. See Rachel Rurnau's story on page 12. (Photo courtesy of University of San Francisco Sports Information.)
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For information or an interview, see your NAVY reps on campus: 3-4 March
Edmonson second

Indiana's Kitchel tops in stats

CHICAGO (AP) — Ted Kitchel of Indiana and Keith Edmonson of Purdue are engaged in a mortal battle for individual scoring honors in the Big Ten basketball race.

Kitchel has scored 286 points in 16 conference games for a 22.6 average and Edmonson has 285 points for a 20.4 average.

Nobody else is close to the two leaders. Kevin Smith of Michigan State is third with a 17.4 average followed by Clark Kellogg of Ohio State at 17.9, Craig Tucker of Illinois 15.5, Eric Turner of Michigan 14.9, Randy Breuer of Minnesota 14.3, Trent Tucker of Minnesota 14.1, James Griffin of Illinois 13.9 and Jim Staker of Northwestern and Thad Garner of Michigan tied at 13.8.

Russell Cross of Purdue is the field goal percentage leader at 569 with Kitchel a fraction behind at 568 followed by Perry Range of Illinois 555, Kellogg 549 and Breuer at 540.

Kitchel leads in free throw percentage with 78 of 88 for 87.0 with Tony Campbell of Ohio State second at 76 of 86 for 88.5.

Kellogg remains the rebound leader 158 for an 11.2 average followed by Brad Sellers of Wisconsin 148 for a 9.4 average and Griffin with 101 and a 7.2 average.

Darwin Griffin of Minnesota is the assists leader with 31 and a 2.2 average, followed by Derek Harper of Illinois with 28 and a 2.0 average, John Bailey of Wisconsin and Steve Edwards of Purdue have 22 each and a 1.6 average.

Harper is the assists leader far and away. He has 80 for a 5.7 average with Turner send with 56 and a 4.0 average. Smith has 55 and a 3.9 average and Dan Peschel of Michigan has 51 and a 3.8 average.

Sellers leads in blocked shots with 14 followed by Granville Waters of Ohio State with 26, Griffin with 27, Cross with 26 and Breuer with 25. Indiana is the team leader on defense with a 65.6 average followed by Minnesota 64.1, Illinois 61.1, Iowa 61.5, Ohio State 60.2, Purdue 59.1, Michigan 69.0 and Washington State 67.8.

WHERE THE NEED IS... THERE WE WILL BE.

As individuals and as a community, we will work toward alleviation of hunger, lack of knowledge, and injustice.

BROTHERS OF HOLY CROSS

Br. David Baltrinic, CSC
Vocation Director
103 Columbia Hall
Notre Dame, Ind. 46556
Phone: 239-7830

THE NOTRE DAME/SAINl MARY'S THEATRE PRESENTS

THE WILD DUCK

BY HENRIK IBSEN

FEBRUARY 28, 27; MARCH 4, 5, 6
8:00 PM WASHINGTON HALL
FOR INFORMATION CALL 284-4176
Opening night patrons will receive one complimentary ticket for each regularly purchased ticket.

Sentimental Bob Crable wins award

Bob Crable, co-captain and midfield linchpin for the 1980-81 Irish football team, received the Riddell and Ferguson Award during the halftime of last night's Notre Dame-Fordham basketball game.

"I think this is the first time I ever got a standing ovation," said Crable, a senior moved by the crowd's appreciation for his efforts this past year. "I'm going to get sentimental. I believe Notre Dame is great because of its student body.

Cable was also picked to the Associated Press All-American team (first team) and the United Press International team (first team) — The Observer

Wednesday, February 24, 1982 — page 10
Fordham Rams butt Notre Dame by 15

By DAVE DZIEDZIC
associate Sports Editor

One good player does not make a team.

That’s the lesson that Notre Dame learned last night. The Irish learned it the hard way, dropping a 65-50 decision to the Fordham Rams in the ACC. The Irish, now 8-15, may have also lost any hopes of a post-season tournament bid.

Even though Fordham employed a tough box-and-one defense on Notre Dame’s John Paxson, the junior guard still was able to score a game-high 21 points (5 in the second half) on 8 of 15 from the field and 5 of 6 from the free throw line.

But Paxson’s supporting cast wasn’t supportive. The remaining four Irish starters shot only 28 percent (7-of-25) from the field, allowing the Rams to overplay Paxson.

“Tough was another case of inconsistency on our part,” said Notre Dame Coach Digger Phelps after the game. “Paxson played well against their defense but our other guys couldn’t capitalize. We couldn’t get the inside game going.

“When Spencer, Andree, and Bucker play well inside, things open up for our outside shooters. We saw that against South Carolina on Saturday.”

The game was a see-saw battle until 3:40 remained in the first half. Fordham led, 23-19, at that point. The Rams then reeled off eight unanswered points to take a 31-19 into the lockerroom.

Even though his club held a 12-point lead over Notre Dame in the past two years, he said, “Two years ago at home, we led them by 40 at halftime and ended up losing by 15. I told our kids not to get complacent. Notre Dame has a lot of pride. I know the Irish would make us run at it.”

The Irish did make a run at it. Notre Dame scored the first six points of the second half bringing the previously quiet crowd alive. The Rams, in the meantime, had trouble hitting their shots. But the Irish were not able to get within five points of the Rams.

“We kept our composure in the second half and that was the key,” Penders said. “Notre Dame came out strong in the second half and the crowd got behind them. But I told the guys to keep playing out type of game, and they did.”

Fordham’s “type of game” was a good display of team basketball. The Rams utilized excellent ball movement and good shot selection. They set screens well and kept looking for the open man.

Fordham’s African connection lead the Rams’ balanced scoring attack. Seventeen senior guard Dudi Tognal scored 18 points to lead a balanced scoring attack. Tognal shot 70 percent (7-of-10) from the floor, while Edward Bona was perfect from the floor, hitting all four of his shots. Bona pitched in with 12 points.

Notre Dame center Tim Andree could manage only three second-half points to finish with 12.

Even though they shot better in the second half (39 percent) than in the first half (35 percent), the Irish were intimidated by the Rams’ big front line. Tognal blocked two shots and Bona (6-8) blocked one, but their mere presence ‘halted several Irish shooters. At times, it appeared that the Irish were afraid to shoot.

“Players have been frustrated the past two years against Notre Dame, so last night’s victory was especially sweet for the Rams.”

It’s a good feeling to finally beat Notre Dame,” Tognal said. “The Irish are always well coached, but they’ve had trouble this year. We knew that this had to be our year.”

Penders was equally pleased. “After the past few losses to Notre Dame, this one feels great,” he said.

Penders added, “I told the players, in John Paxson’s job’s done with the Rams.”

See RAMS, page 9

Although Paxson bad this shot blocked, he made both of his free throws to lead the Irish with 21 points as they fell to Fordham 65-50. See Dave Dziedzic’s story above. (Photo by John Macor)